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Secure Communication  
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} Establish a secure and authenticated communication channel 
using standard protocols such as TLS or QUIC

} Security guaranteed by cryptographic primitives that assume 
computationally-bounded adversary 
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… disrupted by Quantum Computing
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} Emergence of quantum computing breaks assumptions 
needed for the security of existing cryptographic primitives

} Design secure communication without relying on 
computational assumptions about the adversary 

} Existing approaches
} Information theory 

} Secret sharing

} Computer networks
} Multi-path routing
} Path switching



Secret Sharing
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} How to split and recreate a secret between participants n 
that do not trust each other

} A (k, n) scheme:
} Divide a secret S into n pieces s1, . . . sn

} Any group of k or more users can jointly obtain the secret
} Any group of k-1 or less users can not jointly obtain any 

information about the secret;
} Security: Secure as long as the adversary does not 

capture more than k-1 shares

A. Shamir. How to Share a Secret. 1979



Secret Sharing and Multi-path Routing
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} The message remains 
perfectly secret as 
long as the adversary 
can access at most k 
− 1 paths

} Adversary bounded 
in terms of network 
access; does not 
know/observe ALL 
the paths 
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Multi-path Switching with Secret Sharing (MSSS) 
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} Path-switching: A random path is chosen for each 
message and used for transmission of the message

} MSSS (k,n):
} Sender splits the message in k shares
} Sender sends the shares on k disjoint paths
} Sender and receiver switch to a randomly selected set of paths 

out of the total set of n paths 
} It provides information-theoretic security against an 

adversary with access to a quantum computer
R. Safavi-Naini, A. Poostindouz, and V. Lisy, “Path hopping: An MTD strategy for 
quantum-safe communication,” in ACM Workshop on Moving Target Defense, 
2017 



This talk
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} Examine if assumptions made by the theoretical models 
to prove security are met in real networks

} Identify a side-channel (Network Data Remanence) and 
attacks exploiting it (NDR Blind and NDR Planned)

} Propose countermeasures and demonstrate their 
effectiveness 

Are practical implementations of 
multi-path switching with secret 

sharing schemes secure?



Multi-path Switching with Secret Sharing 
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System

Network: 
There are n disjoint paths 
known by sender and 
receiver and connecting 
them

Attacker

Can not observe and access all paths
Each clock tick j
Selects set Kj = {k paths out of n}
Accesses Kj to recover shares

Switch clock can be the same or not 
with the one of the sender

Security

It provides information-theoretic 
security and remains secure against 
an adversary with access to a 
quantum computer
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Sender:
Each clock tick i:
Selects set Ki = {k paths our of n}
Splits M using  (k,k) secret sharing
Sends them on the set of paths Ki

Receiver:
Listens to all paths; thus no need for 
secret key



Model Used for Security Analysis
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} Model assumes that paths have same length and delay

Real networks:
} Paths do not have the same number of hops 
} Links (and paths) do not have the same delay

Attacker gets more chances at capturing a share on a path 
(than assumed by the model)

Name Abrv. Exploits NDR Knows Switching Time Switches Nodes Knowledge of Path Composition
Fixed FIX No Yes No Partial

Independent IND No No Yes Partial
Sychronized SYN No Yes Yes Partial
NDR Blind BLD Yes Yes Yes Nothing

NDR Planned PLN Yes Yes Yes Complete
NDR Planned Opt OPT Yes Yes Yes Complete

TABLE I: NDR Attacks.
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Fig. 2: A multi-hop network topology. The hosts h0 and h1
are connected to the network via the ingress/egress switches
s3 and s4, which are assumed to be trusted. There are N = 3
paths between s3 and s4, each of length L = 2 hops.

along each of those paths, and listens to those hops. A slightly
smarter attacker changes the set of K paths they are listening to
at the same time as the sender changes paths, but they listen to
a fixed hop of any selected path. Depending on whether or not
the attacker’s switching is synchronized with that of the sender,
we refer to such attackers as Synchronized and Independent,
respectively. An independent attacker can switch paths faster
or slower than the sender, as they do not know when the
sender switches path. These three attackers get one chance at
capturing each share on a path thus, without loss of generality,
we assume that the attackers can listen to hops placed at
distance 1 from the sender. These attacks may benefit from
the NDR side-channel, but they do not deliberately exploit it.

To see how the unrealistic assumptions made in the models
affect message security, consider the following toy example.
The sender uses a (2, 2) secret sharing scheme to send a
message securely to the receiver over N = 3 paths. Time
is divided into time slots of length �. In each time slot, the
attacker is able to listen to at most K = 2 paths. The network
topology is depicted in Fig. 2, in which the sender and receiver
are connected together via 3 paths P1, P2, and P3, where each
path has two hops. We assume that the ingress/egress switches
that connect the sender and receiver to the network are trusted.
As such, we focus on message transmission between these
boundary switches. Assume that it takes exactly � for a share to
traverse one hop in the network. Thus, it takes 2� for each share
to reach the receiver. Under the model from [31], the message
shares are sent and received in a single clock tick, �, and the
attacker, therefore, gets only one chance at capturing shares.
However, in our multi-hop network example, the attacker will
get 2 chances because a share takes 2� to traverse a path.

NDR Attacks. The most basic attacker which aims
to exploit the side-channel randomly selects K intermediate
nodes to monitor from the set of all intermediate nodes every
� time interval. In addition, we assume that this attacker is
synchronized with the sender (i.e., knows when the sender

switches its paths). We refer to this attacker as NDR Blind.

A smarter attacker follows shares as they travel along
the paths in the network (this attacker is also synchronized
with the sender). Initially, the attacker listens to K random
intermediate nodes of distance 1 from the sender. In order to
capture the shares it missed in the first switching interval, the
attacker then probes K random intermediate nodes of distance
2 from the sender during the second switching interval. The
attacker goes one link further at each switching interval until
all shares of the first message are delivered to the receiver.
At the next switching interval, the attacker then selects K

random intermediate nodes of distance 1 from the sender to
capture the shares of another message, and so on. We refer to
this attacker as NDR Planned. An optimization of the NDR
Planned attacker is possible where the attacker checks at each
step to see if all shares needed to reconstruct a message are
captured, and if so, immediately starts listening at distance
1 again, instead of continuing to listen to the next hop. We
refer to this attack as NDR Planned Opt. All these attacks,
NDR Blind, NDR Planned, and NDR Planned Opt are attacks
that aim to explicitly exploit the NDR side-channel. The NDR
Planned Opt attacker is the strongest attacker considered in
this paper.

IV. INITIAL EVIDENCE FROM TESTBED

In this section we experimentally demonstrate the presence
of the NDR side-channel when using MSSS in a real network.
To this end, we implemented a small-scale SDN testbed to
experiment with MSSS, and derived some initial results which
indicate the possibility of an NDR side-channel.

A. Testbed Setup

We first describe the configuration of the SDN testbed that
we built to experiment with MSSS. The testbed is designed to
allow the collection of full payload packet traces as well as
statistical counters (e.g., number of bytes exiting a switch port)
from switches for further offline analysis and attack emulation.

Physical Topology. We used four Aruba 2930F switches
[26] to construct the substrate network in which our testbed
experiments were conducted. Each of the physical switches
supports OpenFlow version 1.3 [14] and can host up to 16
distinct OpenFlow agent instances. Each of the OpenFlow
agent instances hosted by a particular switch is assigned a
subset of the physical ports present on the switch. Each
Aruba 2930F switch includes 24 ports, each at 1 Gbps. From
the perspective of the SDN controller, each OpenFlow agent
instance appears as a distinct OpenFlow enabled switch in the
substrate network. This scheme, in which multiple OpenFlow
agent instances are co-located at the same physical switch,
allows for the construction of diverse network topologies

5



Network Data Remanence Side-Channel (NDR) 
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(5, 9) scheme, showing active paths – paths that have ongoing packets

Packets linger longer in the network creating a side-channel

NOT GOOD



Attacker Capability
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} Attacker captures packets at nodes
} has access to all of the nodes, but they cannot possibly capture 

traffic from all of them at all times.
} can only capture traffic at a fraction of nodes at each time.

} Attacker is able to listen to at most K nodes 
simultaneously (K is number of paths used by MSSS)

} Attacker can switch what paths they are listening to and 
at what intermediate nodes 

} Attacker chooses nodes, and can decide to stay on same 
path and select a node on the same path 



MSSS Attacks that Do Not Exploit NDR
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} Attacker switches nodes or not, does it know or not the 
time the sender switching paths 

} Fixed attacker: does not switch nodes
} Independent attacker: switches nodes but does not know 

switching time
} Synchronized attacker: switches nodes and knows 

switching time, i.e. it is synchronized with the sender



Network Data Remanence Attacks
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} NDR Blind: selects K nodes from all nodes on all paths
} NDR Planned: follows shares as they travel along the 

paths in the network 
} listens to K random nodes of distance 1 from the sender
} probes K random nodes of distance 2 from the sender 

during the second switching interval
} and so on ….

} NDR Planned Opt: checks at each step to see if all 
shares needed to reconstruct a message are captured.
} Starts at distance 1, instead of continuing with next hop 

Attacker strength



Attacks Summary
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Name Abrv. Exploits 
NDR 

Knows Switching 
Time 

Switches 
Nodes 

Knowledge of 
Path 
Composition 

Fixed FIX No Yes No Partial 

Independent IND No No Yes Partial 

Synchronized SYN No Yes Yes Partial 

NDR Blind BLD Yes Yes Yes Nothing 

NDR Planned PLN Yes Yes Yes Complete 

NDR Planned Opt OPT Yes Yes Yes Complete 



NDR Planned Attack Analysis
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Ppln(m,t): probability that attacker has captured exactly m shares by tick t

Fixed and Synchronized. The probability of capturing K

shares at tick 1 by the Synchronized and Fixed attackers can
be computed as 1/

�
N

K

�
.

NDR Blind. Let Pbln(m, t) denote the probability of
capturing m shares until tick t by the NDR Blind attacker.
Pbln(m, 1) can be computed as follows. Note that if 2K > N

and L = 2, then the NDR Blind attacker captures at least
2K � N shares at t = 1.
Pbln(m, 1) =
8
><

>:

(Km)⇥(
(L�1)N�K

K�m )
((L�1)N

K )
, (L = 2 and 0 < 2K � N  m  K)

or 0  m  K  N

2
0, otherwise

(1)

If L = 2, the probability of data recovery equals Pbln(K, 1);
otherwise, when t > 1, Pbln(m, t) can be computed recursively
as follows.

Pbln(m, t) =
KX

x=0

Pbln(m � x, t � 1) ⇥ Dbln(m,x), (2)

where Dbln(m,x) denotes the probability of capturing x new
shares by the NDR Blind attacker at tick t provided that m�x

shares were captured before tick t. This probability is given
by

Dbln(m,x) =

�
K�m+x

x

�
⇥

�(L�1)N�K+m�x

K�x

�
�(L�1)N

K

� . (3)

The probability of data recovery of the NDR Blind attacker is
equal to Pbln(K,L � 1) which can be computed recursively.

NDR Planned. Let Ppln(m, t) denote the probability that
the NDR Planned attacker has captured exactly m shares by
tick t. Thus, the probability of recovering a message by the
attacker is Ppln(K,L � 1), i.e. the attacker captures all the
shares within the duration of transferring a message, which is
from tick 1 to tick L � 1. It is obtained that,

Ppln(m, 1) =

8
><

>:

(Km)⇥(
N�K

K�m)
(NK)

, 0  m  K  N

2 or
0 < 2K � N  m  K

0, otherwise

.

(4)
For 1 < t < L, Ppln(m, t) can be computed using the
following recursive formula,

Ppln(m, t) =

f(m)X

x=0

Ppln(m�x, t�1)⇥
�
K�m+x

x

��
N�K+m�x

K�x

�
�
N

K

� ,

(5)
where

f(m) =

⇢
min(m � (2K � N),K), 2K > N

min(m,K), 2K  N
. (6)

C. Numerical Examples

In this subsection, we consider a network with N = 7 dis-
joint paths and show the impact of various system parameters
on the effectiveness of each attacker.

Fig. 4 represents the probability of data recovery by each
of the NDR Blind and NDR Planned attackers for different

(a) NDR Blind (b) NDR Planned

Fig. 4: Data recovery by the NDR Blind and NDR Planned at-
tackers for a network with seven disjoint paths considering
different values of path length L. K denotes the multi-path
switching parameter.

values of L and K. When L = 2, the NDR Blind and
NDR Planned attackers have the same performance. Thus,
as observed in Fig. 4, they recover the message with the
same probability. Focusing in on the NDR Blind attacker first,
Fig. 4a shows that when secret sharing is not used (i.e., when
K = 1 and the message is sent on a single path), the NDR
Blind attacker has a probability of around 0.14 of recovering
the message. When the path length, L, is greater than two
and the sender uses secret sharing (i.e., K > 1), the NDR
Blind attacker still has a non-zero probability of recovering
the message, but this probability is very low.

The NDR Planned attacker is much more effective as
can be seen in Fig. 4b. As path length L increases, the
probability of data recovery by the NDR Planned attacker
increases as well, such that it approaches one when L is
sufficiently large. Moreover, it can be observed that when L is
large enough, i.e., L > 3 for a network with seven paths, the
NDR Planned attacker becomes more successful in capturing
all shares as K increases.

Fig. 5 shows the effect of number of shares on the proba-
bility of recovering a single message with varying path length.
Since the Sync and Fixed attackers probe only the nodes at
distance one from the sender, their probability of recovery
does not change with path length. Moreover, as can be seen in
both Figs. 4a and 5, when the path length is greater than two,
increasing the path length does not have a significant impact
on the probability of recovery by the NDR Blind attacker.

In summary, our analysis shows an attacker that does not
intelligently attempt to exploit the side-channel is not very
effective. However, an NDR Planned attacker that strategically
exploits the side-channel is increasingly effective at capturing
enough shares to reconstruct the message as the path length
increases.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we evaluate the impact of our attacks
in practical settings using the SDN-based implementation of
MSSS described in Section II.

A. Methodology

We use the network topology depicted in Fig. 6 in which
the source and destination nodes are connected by N = 10
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The probability of data recovery of the NDR Blind attacker is
equal to Pbln(K,L � 1) which can be computed recursively.

NDR Planned. Let Ppln(m, t) denote the probability that
the NDR Planned attacker has captured exactly m shares by
tick t. Thus, the probability of recovering a message by the
attacker is Ppln(K,L � 1), i.e. the attacker captures all the
shares within the duration of transferring a message, which is
from tick 1 to tick L � 1. It is obtained that,
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C. Numerical Examples

In this subsection, we consider a network with N = 7 dis-
joint paths and show the impact of various system parameters
on the effectiveness of each attacker.

Fig. 4 represents the probability of data recovery by each
of the NDR Blind and NDR Planned attackers for different
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Fig. 4: Data recovery by the NDR Blind and NDR Planned at-
tackers for a network with seven disjoint paths considering
different values of path length L. K denotes the multi-path
switching parameter.

values of L and K. When L = 2, the NDR Blind and
NDR Planned attackers have the same performance. Thus,
as observed in Fig. 4, they recover the message with the
same probability. Focusing in on the NDR Blind attacker first,
Fig. 4a shows that when secret sharing is not used (i.e., when
K = 1 and the message is sent on a single path), the NDR
Blind attacker has a probability of around 0.14 of recovering
the message. When the path length, L, is greater than two
and the sender uses secret sharing (i.e., K > 1), the NDR
Blind attacker still has a non-zero probability of recovering
the message, but this probability is very low.

The NDR Planned attacker is much more effective as
can be seen in Fig. 4b. As path length L increases, the
probability of data recovery by the NDR Planned attacker
increases as well, such that it approaches one when L is
sufficiently large. Moreover, it can be observed that when L is
large enough, i.e., L > 3 for a network with seven paths, the
NDR Planned attacker becomes more successful in capturing
all shares as K increases.

Fig. 5 shows the effect of number of shares on the proba-
bility of recovering a single message with varying path length.
Since the Sync and Fixed attackers probe only the nodes at
distance one from the sender, their probability of recovery
does not change with path length. Moreover, as can be seen in
both Figs. 4a and 5, when the path length is greater than two,
increasing the path length does not have a significant impact
on the probability of recovery by the NDR Blind attacker.

In summary, our analysis shows an attacker that does not
intelligently attempt to exploit the side-channel is not very
effective. However, an NDR Planned attacker that strategically
exploits the side-channel is increasingly effective at capturing
enough shares to reconstruct the message as the path length
increases.
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tackers for a network with seven disjoint paths considering
different values of path length L. K denotes the multi-path
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values of L and K. When L = 2, the NDR Blind and
NDR Planned attackers have the same performance. Thus,
as observed in Fig. 4, they recover the message with the
same probability. Focusing in on the NDR Blind attacker first,
Fig. 4a shows that when secret sharing is not used (i.e., when
K = 1 and the message is sent on a single path), the NDR
Blind attacker has a probability of around 0.14 of recovering
the message. When the path length, L, is greater than two
and the sender uses secret sharing (i.e., K > 1), the NDR
Blind attacker still has a non-zero probability of recovering
the message, but this probability is very low.

The NDR Planned attacker is much more effective as
can be seen in Fig. 4b. As path length L increases, the
probability of data recovery by the NDR Planned attacker
increases as well, such that it approaches one when L is
sufficiently large. Moreover, it can be observed that when L is
large enough, i.e., L > 3 for a network with seven paths, the
NDR Planned attacker becomes more successful in capturing
all shares as K increases.

Fig. 5 shows the effect of number of shares on the proba-
bility of recovering a single message with varying path length.
Since the Sync and Fixed attackers probe only the nodes at
distance one from the sender, their probability of recovery
does not change with path length. Moreover, as can be seen in
both Figs. 4a and 5, when the path length is greater than two,
increasing the path length does not have a significant impact
on the probability of recovery by the NDR Blind attacker.

In summary, our analysis shows an attacker that does not
intelligently attempt to exploit the side-channel is not very
effective. However, an NDR Planned attacker that strategically
exploits the side-channel is increasingly effective at capturing
enough shares to reconstruct the message as the path length
increases.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we evaluate the impact of our attacks
in practical settings using the SDN-based implementation of
MSSS described in Section II.

A. Methodology

We use the network topology depicted in Fig. 6 in which
the source and destination nodes are connected by N = 10

7

For a path of length L,  Ppln(K, L − 1) is probability the attacker captures all the 
shares within the duration of transferring a message on that path



Probability of Data Recovery
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L: path length 
K: # shares
N: # paths, 10NDR Planned attacker is very effective

NDR Blind is not very effective 



MSSS SDN-based Design
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● UDP ports are used to distinguish between paths
● Receiver listens to all paths

- installed path
- uninstalled path
- switch
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● MSSS 
implemented with 
ONOS and Mininet

● N = 10
● L = 4
● K = 3
● Path switching interval δ = 

100 ms
● File size = 10MB 
● M = 512B
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Impact of Path Length (each link has 50 ms delay)
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Impact of Path Delay
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NDR Planned attacker is very effective in SDN –based 
implementation



How to Mitigate the Attacks?
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We want to keep information theoretic security
Break the message into more shares

} How to send these shares: 
} Use more disjoint paths – need to also increase the attacker 

power to be fair
} Use the same K paths repeatedly -- could result in reduced 

protection 
} Our approach: distribute shares over both time and space 

instead of just space using a random set of paths to send 
a K-sized set of shares



Our Mitigation 
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} Generate more shares and spread them across both 
space and time 

} Instead of (K, K), the sender uses (HK, HK) secret sharing
} divide the shares into H sets of K shares
} send these sets of shares, one at each consecutive clock tick
} at t = 0, 1, . . . , H − 1, the sender chooses K paths uniformly at 

random, and then sends a share along each chosen path
} We call H resilience factor, a system parameter that can 

be configured by the sender



Analysis
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capacity (i.e., the amount of traffic they can capture) would
not be fair. Also, increasing K can be problematic as larger
values of K may increase the recovery probability. Thus, we
propose distributing shares over both time and space instead
of just space using a random set of paths to send a K-sized
set of shares. In this section, we apply this idea to MSSS and
show how it reduces the probability of data recovery.

Recall that in MSSS the sender generates K shares and
spreads them across K disjoint paths. Given that the sender
and the attacker cannot use more than K paths at the same
time, we propose generating more shares and spreading them
across both space and time. Let H be an integer greater
than one. We refer to H as the resilience factor, a system
parameter that can be configured by the sender. Instead of
(K,K) secret sharing, the sender uses (HK,HK) secret
sharing and divides the shares into H sets of K shares, and
then gradually sends these sets of shares, one at each at
consecutive clock tick. Specifically, at t = 0, 1, . . . , H � 1,
the sender node chooses K paths uniformly at random, and
then sends a share along each chosen path. By applying the
proposed countermeasure, we increase T and a by H � 1
and (H � 1)K, respectively, which increases the attacker’s
effort dramatically. This countermeasure will have an impact
on throughput; thus, the resilience factor, H , should be chosen
to balance performance and attack resilience.

B. Countermeasure Analysis

We compute the probability of data recovery by the NDR
Planned Opt attacker and an upper bound for the probability
of data recovery by the NDR Blind attacker. The probability of
data recovery by the NDR Planned Opt attacker is computed
assuming that the attacker continues until all K shares of a
set are captured, as described in Section III-C. If all shares are
captured at time t, the attacker remains at the same distance at
time t+1 to capture shares of the next set; otherwise, it probes
K random nodes which are located one link further away.

An attacker needs all shares in order to be able to recover
the message. As the last set of shares is sent at time t = H�1,
after time t = L + H � 2 there will no shares available on
any intermediate node. We first compute an upper bound for
the probability of data recovery by the NDR Blind attacker.
Assume that N(L � 1) � HK. If all sets of shares could
be available in the intermediate nodes at all ticks from 1 to
L+H � 2, then the NDR Blind attacker has a higher chance
of capturing a share. Therefore, the probability of capturing
m shares by tick t for the NDR Blind attacker under this
assumption provides an upper bound. Let Ubln(m, t) be the
upper bound for the probability of data recovery by the NDR
Blind attacker given that N(L� 1) � HK. Ubln(m, t) can be
computed as follows,

Ubln(m, 1) =

(
(HK

m )⇥((L�1)N�HK

K�m )
((L�1)N

K )
, e  m  K

0, otherwise

, (7)

where e denotes an upper bound for the minimum number of
shares that the NDR Blind attacker captures at t = 1. Thus, e
is equal to the maximum of (H + 1)K � (L � 1)N and 0. It
is obtained that,

Ubln(m, t) =
KX

x=0

Ubln(m � x, t � 1) ⇥ Ebln(m,x), (8)

where 1 < t < L+H � 1, and Ebln(m,x) denotes an upper
bound for the probability of capturing x new shares by the
NDR Blind attacker at tick t provided that m�x shares were
captured before tick t. This upper bound is given by,

Ebln(m,x) =

�
HK�m+x

x

�
⇥

�(L�1)N�HK+m�x

K�x

�
�(L�1)N

K

� . (9)

Next, we turn our attention to computing the probability
of data recovery for the NDR Planned Opt attacker. Using
the notation Ppln(m, t), defined in Section V-B, the prob-
ability of data recovery for the NDR Planned Opt attacker
is Ppln(KH,L +H � 2). Ppln(m, 1) is computed according
to (4), as in the case that no countermeasure is applied. If
1 < t < L + H � 1 and m < HK, then Ppln(m, t) can be
computed as follows,

Ppln(m, t) =

min(K,m)X

x=0

Ppln(m�x, t�1)⇥Dpln(m,x), (10)

where Dpln(m,x) denotes the probability of capturing x new
shares by the NDR Planned Opt attacker at tick t provided
that m � x shares were captured before tick t. If one of
the following conditions holds, Dpln(m,x) is given by (12);
otherwise, it is zero:

C1 : 2K � N  x and (m � x)%K = 0 and 2K > N

C2 : x  K � (m � x)%K  N � K and 2K > N

C3 : x  m%K and m%K > 0 and 2K  N

(11)

Dpln(m,x) =

8
><

>:

(N�x

K�x)
(NK)

, m%K = 0

(K�(m%K�x)
x )⇥(N�K+(m%K�x)

K�x )
(NK)

, m%K > 0

(12)

Moreover, Ppln(HK, t) can be computed as follows,

Ppln(HK, t) =8
>>>>>>>>><

>>>>>>>>>:

Ppln((H�1)K,H�1)

(NK)
, t = H

Ppln(HK, t � 1) + Ppln((H�1)K,t�1)

(NK)
+ t > H, 2K > N

P
N�K

x=1

Ppln(HK�x,t�1)(N�x

K�x)
(NK)

,

Ppln(HK, t � 1)+ t > H, 2K  N

P
K

x=1

Ppln(HK�x,t�1)(N�x

K�x)
(NK)

,

(13)

C. Numerical Examples

Fig. 9 represents an upper bound for the probability of
data recovery by the NDR Blind attacker and the probability
of data recovery by the NDR Planned Opt attacker for different
values of K and L when there are seven disjoint paths from
the sender to the receiver and the proposed countermeasure is
applied with H = L � 1. Comparison of Figs. 4 and 9 shows
that the proposed countermeasure is successful in reducing
the probability of data recovery. Specifically, comparison of
Figs. 4b and 9b indicate that the proposed countermeasure
significantly reduces the probability of data recovery by the
NDR Planned attacker. Excluding the case K = N � 1 = 6
(discussed below), Fig. 9b shows that as L increases, the
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capacity (i.e., the amount of traffic they can capture) would
not be fair. Also, increasing K can be problematic as larger
values of K may increase the recovery probability. Thus, we
propose distributing shares over both time and space instead
of just space using a random set of paths to send a K-sized
set of shares. In this section, we apply this idea to MSSS and
show how it reduces the probability of data recovery.

Recall that in MSSS the sender generates K shares and
spreads them across K disjoint paths. Given that the sender
and the attacker cannot use more than K paths at the same
time, we propose generating more shares and spreading them
across both space and time. Let H be an integer greater
than one. We refer to H as the resilience factor, a system
parameter that can be configured by the sender. Instead of
(K,K) secret sharing, the sender uses (HK,HK) secret
sharing and divides the shares into H sets of K shares, and
then gradually sends these sets of shares, one at each at
consecutive clock tick. Specifically, at t = 0, 1, . . . , H � 1,
the sender node chooses K paths uniformly at random, and
then sends a share along each chosen path. By applying the
proposed countermeasure, we increase T and a by H � 1
and (H � 1)K, respectively, which increases the attacker’s
effort dramatically. This countermeasure will have an impact
on throughput; thus, the resilience factor, H , should be chosen
to balance performance and attack resilience.
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We compute the probability of data recovery by the NDR
Planned Opt attacker and an upper bound for the probability
of data recovery by the NDR Blind attacker. The probability of
data recovery by the NDR Planned Opt attacker is computed
assuming that the attacker continues until all K shares of a
set are captured, as described in Section III-C. If all shares are
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time t+1 to capture shares of the next set; otherwise, it probes
K random nodes which are located one link further away.

An attacker needs all shares in order to be able to recover
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after time t = L + H � 2 there will no shares available on
any intermediate node. We first compute an upper bound for
the probability of data recovery by the NDR Blind attacker.
Assume that N(L � 1) � HK. If all sets of shares could
be available in the intermediate nodes at all ticks from 1 to
L+H � 2, then the NDR Blind attacker has a higher chance
of capturing a share. Therefore, the probability of capturing
m shares by tick t for the NDR Blind attacker under this
assumption provides an upper bound. Let Ubln(m, t) be the
upper bound for the probability of data recovery by the NDR
Blind attacker given that N(L� 1) � HK. Ubln(m, t) can be
computed as follows,
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where e denotes an upper bound for the minimum number of
shares that the NDR Blind attacker captures at t = 1. Thus, e
is equal to the maximum of (H + 1)K � (L � 1)N and 0. It
is obtained that,
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x=0
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where 1 < t < L+H � 1, and Ebln(m,x) denotes an upper
bound for the probability of capturing x new shares by the
NDR Blind attacker at tick t provided that m�x shares were
captured before tick t. This upper bound is given by,
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Next, we turn our attention to computing the probability
of data recovery for the NDR Planned Opt attacker. Using
the notation Ppln(m, t), defined in Section V-B, the prob-
ability of data recovery for the NDR Planned Opt attacker
is Ppln(KH,L +H � 2). Ppln(m, 1) is computed according
to (4), as in the case that no countermeasure is applied. If
1 < t < L + H � 1 and m < HK, then Ppln(m, t) can be
computed as follows,

Ppln(m, t) =

min(K,m)X
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Ppln(m�x, t�1)⇥Dpln(m,x), (10)

where Dpln(m,x) denotes the probability of capturing x new
shares by the NDR Planned Opt attacker at tick t provided
that m � x shares were captured before tick t. If one of
the following conditions holds, Dpln(m,x) is given by (12);
otherwise, it is zero:
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C. Numerical Examples

Fig. 9 represents an upper bound for the probability of
data recovery by the NDR Blind attacker and the probability
of data recovery by the NDR Planned Opt attacker for different
values of K and L when there are seven disjoint paths from
the sender to the receiver and the proposed countermeasure is
applied with H = L � 1. Comparison of Figs. 4 and 9 shows
that the proposed countermeasure is successful in reducing
the probability of data recovery. Specifically, comparison of
Figs. 4b and 9b indicate that the proposed countermeasure
significantly reduces the probability of data recovery by the
NDR Planned attacker. Excluding the case K = N � 1 = 6
(discussed below), Fig. 9b shows that as L increases, the
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Probability of data recovery for the NDR Planned Opt
attacker is Ppln(KH, L + H − 2) 



Effectiveness of Mitigation
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NDR Blind NDR Planned Opt

N = 7, H = L − 1



Overhead
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L = 6 and K = 2

End-to-end Latency Coding Rate
(proportion of information over the 
total data generated by an encoder) 



Experimental Results: Probability Data Recovery
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Countermeasure mitigates the NDR Planned attack in 
SDN-based implementation



Experimental Results: Goodput
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L = 3, H = 2, sender’s δ = 4 ms,  attacker’s δ = 8 ms.

Increasing the number of shares, and spreading them 
through time, has a significant impact on performance



Summary
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} Analyzed secure communication 
schemes that do not make 
computational assumptions 
about the attacker

} Identified a side-channel  
Network Data Remanence and 
analyzed and demonstrated 
attacks that exploit it in a SND-
based implementation of MSSS

} Proposed a countermeasure, 
analyzed and demonstrated in 
the same SDN-based 
implementation


